
Max. Width 16+-in. (420 mm)
excluding attachments

Weight 36/b. (16.5 kg)

Scale 1 : 20

Patt. 252 2000W
Pressed steel body with top access. P40s holder for
2000W Class Al /218 tubular lamp. Die-cast lens front
and separate mounts for 6-in. (150-mm) dia. 3-element
condenser lens system including heat filter. Runners only
with clamping discs, for standard 8-in. (203-mm) back-
plate optical effects attachments or 3+x4-in. slide carrier.
Lamp tray, with 74--in. dia. spherical reflector, adjustable
from rear by lead-screw drive.

Moving Effects Attechments Ac motor-driven disc type
Thunder clouds; ref. 653 Smoke; ref. 140
Fleecy clouds; ref. 1 34 Flames; ref. 141
Storm clouds; ref. 135 chromosphere; ref. 667
Rain; ref. 136 Dissolving colours; ref. 147
Snow; ref. 137 Psychedelic Mk II; ref. 723
Running water; ref. 138 Kaleidoaphere; ref. 724
2+-in, focus objective lena, slide focusing; ref. 151

3-in, focus objective lens, slide focusing; ref. 152
4-in, focus objective lens, slide focusing; ref. 153

Patt. 152 4000W ‘NOV
Aluminium body with silent internal fan and ducting to
cool lamp and condenser system. Access by hinged door
each side. Bipost holder for 4000W 11 OV 4M/T32 tubular
lamp. Separate mounts for 6-in. (150-mm) dia. 4-element
condenser lens system including two heat-absorbing
glasses. Adjustable lamp tray with 7-in. (175-mm)
spherical glass reflector. Runners (only) for standard
8-in. (203-mm) backplate optical effects attachment or
34-x 4-in, slide carrier. Tilt adjustment by fine pitch lead-
screw. Inclusive of special tripod stand, or (add suffix—/H)
hanging bracket.

Super-silent auto-transformer. 220/250V A input. 4kvs at 1 1OV
output to socket with mating plugtop; ref. 522.

Turntable front, ref. 154. Slide carrier for two 3+ x 4-in, slides; ref. 156.

High Definition Objective Isnses
4-in. focus fi .9 Dallmeyer, micrometer focusing; ref. 391
6-in, focus fl .9 Dsllmeyer, micrometer focusing; ref. 393
Backplate for 4-in, lens; ref. 392. Bsckplste for 6-in, lens; ref. 394

4000W ‘NOV
As Patt. 152 but with 10-in. (225-mm) dia. 4-elemen
condenser lens system. Complete with carrier for two 7-in
(180-mm) square slides, adaptors for 5-in. (130-mm)
square slides, two serrated shutter combs and mount
(only) for ref. 393 6-in. (150-mm) focus high definition
objective lens. Alternative casting included with runners
for standard 8-in. (203-mm) backplate effects attachments

Transformer, as for Pstt. 152; ref. 522.
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CLAMPS, BRACKETS & STANDS
Hook clamp for horizontal 1*-in. (50-mm) ext. dia. pipe;
ref. 483.
Safety chain, 22-in. (560-mm) long, with clip; ref. 64.
Ceiling or base plate, 6-in. (150-mm) dia.; ref. 367.
Swivel arm wall bracket 9-in. (230-mm) reach; ref. 247
Fixed wall bracket, 8-in. (200-mm) reach; ref. 238.
Boom bracket for vertical 1 4--in. (50-mm) ext. dia. pipe;
ref. 255.
Spigot adaptor for 200/500W Floods, 500/1 000W Spots;
ref. 484.
Spigot adaptor for 1000/2000W Floods, 2000W Spots;
ref. 487.
Braced stand, 34 to 49 in. (855 to 1250-mm); ref. 628.
Telescopic stand, S2to 92 in. (1330to 2260-mm); ref. 626.

Rank Strand Effects Projectors D

Weight. with stand 128 lb. (58 kg)
with hanging bracket 105 lb. (416 kg)

Scale 1 : 20

Patt. 752

Weight. with stand 148 lb. (67 kg)
with hanging bracket 125 lb. (56.5 kg)

Scale 1: 20
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